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Brady Brown Rejoins Reinhart’s Corporate Law
Practice
MILWAUKEE – Reinhart Boerner Van Deuren s.c. (Reinhart) is pleased to announce
that Brady L. Brown has rejoined Reinhart’s Corporate Practice in the firm’s
Milwaukee office.

Counseling business owners on mergers and acquisitions, commercial
transactions, entity formation and general corporate governance, Brown has
experience managing complex transactions with enterprise values ranging from
$1 million to $2.7 billion, in multiple sectors. Keenly attuned to the nuances of
each client’s individual situation, he works collaboratively to achieve the best
possible outcome for every matter.

“Brady’s breadth of corporate law experience, coupled with his analytical
approach to complex issues, make him an exceptional problem solver,” said Eric
P. Hagemeier, co-chair of the firm’s Corporate Law Practice. “His acute awareness
of each client’s vison helps them realize their unique goals.”

Previously an associate at Reinhart, Brown also practiced at a large Chicago law
firm, advising private equity clients and their portfolio companies on mergers and
acquisitions and other business transactions.
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